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Abstract

The text formatter SUS! is implemented in the TSOIISPF environment of the MVS operating system
on our IBM mainframes. A system of panels (menues) guides the user through all available tasks.
Besides editing and browsing of texts they can be formatted both in foreground (on the screen) or in
background by means of generated job controL A complete tutorial on all SUS! commands as well as
text skeletons for editing the text are available.

Introduction

Although a text fOt"matter is mostly running in batch mode, SUSJ is imbedded in a dialog system.
The environment to enter and manipulate text today is normally interactive. Sometimes a system does
not present itself to the user in a consistent way. So you have behaviour I when editing text, behaviour

~ 11 to set up commands, behavior In to look at lists produced etc.

IBM mainframes for "productive data processing" entered the interactive era very late. One of the
first systems was TSO (Time Sharing Option). The screens supported were line oriented (no "full screen"
operation). But very soon a very flexible tool emerged atop of TSO: ISPF (Interactive System
Productivity Facility). For the purpose of program developement a set of dialogs was established: PDF
(Program Developement Facility). With response times smaller then a second (sufficient resources
needed) and screens with more than 24 lines, fields presentable in colours, the ability to imbed
generated raster pictures (the used screens are not really graphic screens) ISPF today is one of the best
things on IBM mainframes. Our installation decided to bring our services to the end user by this

r--... vehicle.

TSO/ISPF with PDF

ISPF and PDF are related products. They are designed to support the user in developement of
applications, and contain special functions for the developement and use of interactive applications,
called dialogs.

ISPF is a dialog manager for interactive applications. It provides control and services to pemit
execution of the dialogs in the system environment (MVS or VM/SP)

• PDF is a facility that aids in the development of dialogs and other types of applications.

A dialog managed by ISPF consists primarily of the following items:

Selection panels (menus), from which the user selects a particular processing option.

• Functions (commands or programs) that perform the requested processing.

Panels for data entry, on which the user supplies additional information needed for the application.

Functions may take the form of a command list (CLIST) or a program written in Assembler or a high
level language observing the "standard linkage conventions".

When a dialog is invoked, ISPF offers:

Display a hierarchy of menus based on user selections.

Invoke functions from the menus.

Communicate with the user through data entry display and messages.

r--..... Provide online help and tutorial information.

Generate sequential output to be passed as input to another process; for example, job control to be
~ submitted as a batch job.

NOTE: This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere.
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Maintain user-entered or program-generated data from one session to another. This can be done by
means of "global variables" or "permanent tables".

• Provide split screen displays through which the user may partition the display into two "logic areas".

Intercept user-entered commands and take appropriate action based on information contained in

command tables.

Commands can be performed by entering their name or by designating a "program function key" to
that command.

These are the tools or even machine tools offered to build a productive environment for the user. It was
a bootstrapping process to build the current system "SUS!'. The formatter and its use asked for support
and guidance, ISPF offered new capabilities and so on. Today the non-sophisticated user often does not
distinguisch between SUS! and "the rest".

The details or pieces of this "system" shall be described now. All text which we have made
ourselves is in German. To avoid strange translations of technical terms we left them in the original
wording. So you see words like "foreground" or "batch" on our menus. We know that this may be not
really "user friendly", but the German counterparts often are both imprecise and to long for a menue.

The names of the commands of SUS! are in "English", since German names often are very long and
will not be unique in the first few characters. So they could not be abbreviated in a simple manner.

~ Lets start with the main menu:

OBRZ / TEXTVERARBEITUNG ---------------------------
OPTION ===>

E Edit
B Browse

F SUSI Foreground
J SUSI Batch

M SUSI Meldungen
I SUSI In Eo

R Fehler Registrierung
Q Verschluesseln
leer Member Liste

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> S
LIBRARY ===> HB4l0
TYPE ===> TEXT
MEMBER ===> (ausser Euer eine Member Liste)

ANDERER SEQUENTIELLER ODER PARTITIONED DATASET:
DATASET NAME ===>

PROFIL NAME ===> RHB
oder DATASET ===>

RUNTIME-PARAMETER ===> JA
DATASET ===>

AUSGABE-GERAET ===> X2700
DESTINATION ===> SR002

(JA oder NEIN)

AUSGABE-KLASSE ===> A

The first line of the panel shows "where you are": in the OBRZ text processing environment. Generally
the user can enter data into fie Is preceeded by ===>. To select an action the field OPTION is specified.
This field also serves for special actions like leaving the dialog system, invoking programms directly and
so on.

~

The list of options (what can be done further) use terms which are used in ISPF and PDF for
functions already present there (E, B).

~
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Names of libraries for text and data are composed of three parts: the project, the library and the
~ type. A member of the library is a piece of text. This may be a complete document or only a part of it

intended for imbedding anywhere. The fileTYPE is associated with information for the editor. If one don't
know which member of the library he wants to process, a blank field MEMBER leads to a list of the

f'. members (directory of the library). Since not all datasets (files) in an installation conform to the three
level scheme, arbitrary names can be entered into ANDERER SEQUENTIELLER ODER PARTITIONED
DATASET.

With the PROFIL NAME the type of the document is specified for formatting. These descriptions of
the presentation are held in a library too. But they also may be in a file of the user (what is not
recommended) .

For formatting some RUNTIME PARAMETERS may be set. These override the definitions in the profile
and are of temporary scope.

In our installation the printers don't have a unique name. So the number of definitions necessary
vary. At the user must specify the SUS! name of the printer (AUSGABE-GERAET), the DESTINATION (an
address within the network) and the output class AUSGABE-KLASSE. An underlying table guides the user,
if he enters incorrect values.

If no option is specified and the ENTER key is pressed, then a list of the members of the specified
r-" library is pesented. Left to the list of the member names the same options as on the main menu can be

entered:

SIZE
2

40
9

106
2

143
2
2

144
131

LAST MODIFIED
84/03/05 15:43
85/06/24 12:13
84/06/12 17:55
84/06/12 18:10
82/08/19 11:59
82/08/19 15:01
84/02/28 13:29
84/03/12 09:37
84/03/12 15:18
84/03/09 13:53

CREATED
84/03/05
83/08/12
82/04/05
84/06/12
82/08/19
82/08/19
84/02/22
84/03/12
84/02/22
84/02/22

VER.MOD
01. 00
01. 02
01. 05
01. 01
01. 00
01. 03
01.12
01. 00
01.16
01.12

S.HB410.TEXT --------------------------------- ROW 33 OF 118
SCROLL ===> CSR

INIT MOD ID
2 0 ST#K

11 40 ST#K
18 2 ST#K
71 44 ST#K

2 0 ST#K
106 120 ST#K

2 2 ST#K
2 0 ST#N

20 134 ST#K
69 71 ST#K

TEXTVERARBEITUNG 
COMMAND ===>

NAME
FOOT
GUGUS
H

HTITLE
HOO
HOOOO
H05
H05CON
H0500
H0500#11

There is an additional option in this panel to change information related to the formatting process. So
the user don't need to leave the member list only to change the profile name etc.

Tutorial

Assume a user not knowing very much about SUS! Selecting I on the main menu lets him dive
into a rich set of tutorial panels. At first he gets an overview:



--------------------------------- SUSI INFO ----------------------------------
OPTION ===>

ASS
BOU
CHA
COM
CON
COP
CWE
DOC
EBO
EFO
EKE
ELl
ESC
ETA
FOO
FOR
HYP

ASSIGN (Setze res. Variablen)
BOUNDS (Rand veraendern)
CHAPTER (Handbuch Kapitel)

oder * COMMENT (Kommentar)
CONTENT (Inhaltsverzeichnis)
COpy (Kopieren)
CWENTRY (Stichwort erzeugen)
DOCUMENT (normaler Text)
EBOUNDS (BOUNDS aufheben)
EFORMAT (FORMAT aufheben)
EKEEP (KEEP abschliessen)
ELIST (Ende einer LISTe)
ESCOPE (Ende von SCOPE)
ETABLE (Ende einer Tabelle)
FOOTNOTE (Fussnote erzeugen)
FORMAT (Text-Darstellung)
HYPHENATE (Autom. Trennen)

INC
IND
KEE
LIS
MSE
PAT
REF
SCO
SEC
SET
SPA
SSE
SYN
TAD
TAR
TAT

INCLUDE von Text-Elementen
INDEX (Stichwort-Verzeichnis)
KEEP (Text zusammenhalten)
LIST (Liste, Aufzaehlung)
MSECTION (Haupt-Abschnitt)
PATTERN (Kopf- und Fuss-Zeilen)
REFERENCE (Schlagwort erzeugen)
SCOPE (Text Tailoring)
SECTION (Abschnitt)
SET (Setzen von Variablen)
SPACE (Zwischenraum erzeugen)
SSECTION (Unter-Abschnitt)
SYNONYM-Eintrag erzeugen
TADEFINITION (Tabelle)
TAREAD (Tabellen-Kopf einleiten)
TATEXT (Tabellen-Text einleiten)

TABLE Tabellen-Menu X Allgemeine Erklaerungen; News

Here you can see a complete list of all the SUSI commands. Miscellaneous information about how to
write the commands, descriptions of "preset" variables etc. are entered by selecting X from this menue.
Also messages concerning new features of SUS! are found here.

~

The more experienced user can plunge directly to a specific information. To get the news directly he
can enter I. X. NEWS in the main menu.

This tutorial service uses a special program to extract the information from the same source as the
editor models. So these two forms are corresponding all the time and changes and modifications have to
be done only once.

The general tutorial service of ISPF normally is entered by error handling services. These texts are
left in US-english for the general services like edit or browse. For SUS! related (new developed panels)

~ they are in German. For example, if the user enters Y in the above information panel instead of X, then
a short message appears in the upper right corner of the screen:

--------------------------------- SUSI INFO ------------------ FALSCHE AUSWABL
OPTION ===> Y

ASS
BOU

ASSIGN (Setze res. Variablen)
BOUNDS (Rand veraendern)

INC
IND

INCLUDE von Text-Elementen
INDEX (Stichwort-Verzeichnis)

Now he can use the HELP facility to get more information on that topic. He enters HELP or presses a
designated "program function key" and gets a message of 1 line. For this message all panels should have
a blank line.

,r---
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--------------------------------- SUSI
OPTION ===> X
Geben Sie eine der unten aufgefuehrten

ASS ASSIGN (Setze res. Variablen)
BOU BOUNDS (Rand veraendern)

INFO ------------------ WAEHLEN SIE AUS

Moeglichkeiten an.
INC INCLUDE von Text-Elementen
IND INDEX (Stichwort-Verzeichnis)

With the next HELP-command he enters the tutorial system. In this case he gets the following short
description of the SUS! tutorial:

TUTORIAL ------------------------ SUSI INFO -------------------------- TUTORIAL
OPTION ===>

Fuer alle Anweisungen des Text Formatters SUSI stehen Beschreibungen zur
Verfuegung, die Sie ueber Option I des Text-Menus anwaehlen koennen.
Diese zeigen den Gebrauch der jeweiligen Anweisung; fuer genauere Auskuenfte
sollte man das Handbuch 415 zu Rate ziehen.

Der Name der Erklaerung einer Anweisung fuer SUSI wird aus den ersten drei
Buchstaben des Namens der Anweisung gebildet (man kann, wenn man will, auch
mehr als drei verwenden).

Diese Info-Texte sind identisch mit dem Inhalt der MODEL fuer SUSI.

Die folgenden Informationen muessen explizit mit der entsprechenden Nummer
verlangt werden :

1 ASSIGN-Anweisungen
2 LIST-Anweisungen
3 Tabellen-Menu
4 Allgemeine Erklaerungen
5 SUSI Info Anzeige

We hope the user will understand, what we have written. If not, there is also personal service (Help
Desk), printed material with examples and also courses are held from time to time. But the "online
help" and tutorial is updated most recently und thus up to date.

Editing

It's not the place here to describe the ISPF fullscreen editor in detail. But let's mention some
features very useful for document processing. We made SUS! use these features:

Text lines starting with a period, a colon or an ampersand are treated in a special way (this is to
support the IBM products SCRIPT and DCF). When ragged text lines are "condensed" with the TF
(Text Flow) command, then the rearrangement stops at lines beginning with these characters in the
first position. Hence SUSI commands start with a period and SUS! variables (which may contain
commands) are enclosed in ampersands.

The Text Flow command also stops at empty lines or at lines with a different indentation. SUS! has
a formatting directive si.milar to that when specifying . FORMAT LEFT, WRAP, ASIS (ASIS leaves all
the blanks in the input line).

r--.. To enter text without looking at the screen with his boundaries there is a TE (Text Entry) mode.
Only at the bottom of the screen you have to ask the editor for more space. This mode also honours
the special characters mentioned above.



The editior can be called recursively. While editing one text, it is very easy to change some related
piece, set up SUS! variables in a "heading text" or build an edit macro to support the current work.

If the lines are numbered (which we recommend), then the last 2 places of the number are used as
revision numbers. Each time, that piece of text is edited, this number is incremented.

The file type (the last qualifier of the name of a file) is associated with properties like recordlength,
defaults for screen presentation of the data, numbering of the lines etc.

Also a class of models is associated with a file type. Models are text skeletons which can be inserted
into the current text.

If the option RECOVERY ON is set for a file type then the editor can "redo" a complete editing session
that has been terminated abnormally.

\'Iodels or skeletons are a very powerful feature. We defined models for each command of SUS! as
well as models containing only explanations. So all the information from the SUS! tutorial also is
available while editing. The models consist of normal text, which will become part of the edited text,
and notes, which will disappear from the text when it is saved.

Let's demonstrate that with an example. The user wants to place the SYNONYM command after line
300. He enters an A for "after" over the line number and enters MOD SYN or model synonym into the
command line. Then he gets the model inserted from line 310 on. All the lines marked with =NOTE= will
disappear at the end of the editing session. Only line 310 will become part of the text. Of course it
should be adjusted to the users need. The contents of the model is highlighted in the example below.

EDIT --- S.HB410.TEXT(HI0I0#04) - 01.07 ---------------------- COLUMNS 009 080
COMMAND ===> SCROLL ===> CSR
******
000100
000200
000300
000310
=NOTE=
=NOTE=
=NOTE=
=NOTE=
=NOTE=
=NOTE=
=NOTE=
=NOTE=
=NOTE=
=NOTE=
=NOTE=
000400
000500
000600
000700
000800
000900

***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************
.msect 'Textformatter &S& und umgebung', '&8&'
**************************************

.cwe textformatter &8&

.SYN 'Synonyml', 'Synonym2'
'Synonyml', 'Synonym2', 'Synonym3', •.•

Beispiel:

.Synonym Zittergreis, Tapergreis, Tatl, Zausel, Krauterer, Stubben

Beschreibung der notwendigen Angaben:

'Synonyml' und folgende sind Synonyme, die alle im Stichwort-Ver
zeichnis mit ihren Synonymen aufgefuehrt werden sollen.
Mindestens zwei muessen natuerlich angegeben werden.

.syn formatter, textformatter

*
.sect '2iel von &8&', aufgabenstellung

*=================
Es so11en dokumente im vorher skizzierten sinn verarbeitet werden
k&oe&nnen. Der aufwand f&ue&r einfach strukturierte texte wie memos

We have combined models with "preset variables" which hide pieces of text and commands from the
user. So the models are not overloaded with text. Instead the text is located in members which are
copied at runtime (by means of the SUS! command COPY). Since with COpy also parts of commands can
be imbedded, very powerful constructs can be set up. Also work for which SUSI was not intended can be

r--..
made simplyer with this technique.

protocols
r--.. • memos

letters

generating forms (still in use in the era of electronic printing)



Batch processing

The need for job control is one of the major drawbacks on a "productive system". We lost many
customers to the world of minicomputers due to this fact. But today this is no more true. For any
application ISPF can tailor a job control stream from panels guiding the user. His entries can be
checked and choices can be offered. Formatting text is demanding batch processing.

If the user chooses option J (Job Control) for formatting, then most informations needed are already
known from the main menu. Information about accounting etc. is held in a skeleton of job control. The
user can change this information on demand. The only things left open are "ad hoc" runtime parameters.
Most time they are only needed to switch off the automatic marking of revisions. Also the generation of
empty pages can be suppressed by this optional menu. But the main use is for specialists only.

If the u er do not wish to modify the generated job control (which is normally the case) he IS only
prompted for some characters identifying his job.

Messages from SUSI (error messages etc) are gathered in a special class of output. At our
installation we have implemented a system to look at the output on spool as long as it is not yet
printed. The message file on spool is only deleted by the request of the user. Optionally he can print it.

Foreground processing

The following picture shows a screen contents from foreground formatting.

SUSI - S.HB410.TEXT(H1010) ----------------------------------- Zeile 09 von 66
===> SCROLL ===> CSR

1 Textformatter SUSI und umgebung

1.1 Ziel von SUSI

Es sollen dokumente im vorher skizzierten sinn verarbeitet werden
konnen. Der aufwand fur einfach strukturierte texte wie memos oder
briefe 5011 fur einen sachbearbeiter dennoch gering sein.

Das nicht sehr eng definierte ziel fur einen textformatter konnte zu
beginn der entwicklung von SUSI von keinem bekannten produkt er
reicht werden (siehe spatere abschnitte).

vorhandener ressourcen (TSO, ISPF, alfanumerische bildschirme,
EDV-drucker) sollen benutztbar sein
dokumente haben mittleren bis grosseren umfang
vielfaltige darstellungsmoglichkeiten sind notwendig
ein dokument-typ soll einheitlich darstellbar sein, auch wenn
mehrere autoren an einem dokument arbeiten
mangelnde redaktionserfahrung des sachbearbeiters 5011 durch
forcierung bestimmter strukturen ausgeglichen werden
organisationen von handbuchern ist zu unterstutzen
typographischen grausamkeiten (mangelnde typographische kennt
nisse) moglichst verhindern

Formatting text in foreground (on the screen) is inteded for previewing and proofreading. If a severe
error occurs, the process can be stopped and the errors can be corrected in the text source. All the
messages presented on screen are also gathered in a file which can be browsed by option M.
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Since all functions correctly implemented in ISPF can be performed in a split screen mode (two
logical screens on one physical screen) a more or less interactive way to make corrections is possible.
The user browses the error messages in one split screen and edits the source in the other split screen.
Of course this is also possible for the error messages gathered on a spool file from a batch formatting.

Since the screens hold 43 lines at most (common are 24 or 32) the screens presented in foreground
processing cannot show a total page. Within the formatted page up and down scrolling is possible. A
scroll to the right is interpreted as "show next page" and a scroll to the left again shows the bottom of
the previous page. Due to storage constraints only the last two pages formatted can be presented.

The screens allow only limited use of emphasis. All highlighting is simulated by "high intensity".
For colour screens we may find a better scheme. The screen outputalso is limited to show 80 characters

. in a line. You cannot see on the screen what you will get on the printer, but you can look at the overall
structure. spe 11 ing errors etc.

Error registration

SUS! is not a finished project. Even if it were so, errors could arise. To avoid paper and missing
detail information needed for correction and enhancement a special service can be called by entering R
in the main menue or the member selection list.

The user is asked to enter a brief description of the error, a severity level. He also may enter a
short discription, if he have found how to circumvent the error.

------------------------ SUSI - FEHLER REGISTRIERUNG --------------------------
===> R R Registrieren END Registration abbrechen

Geben Sie hier Ihren Namen an ===> Klaus Daube /DTA
Version

Beschreiben Sie hier den aufgetretenen Fehler so gut als moeglich:
=> Strange hyphenation of words starting with vocals: the vocal is <=
=> placed on one line and the rest on the next line <=
=> <=
=> <=
=> <=
=> <=

Prioritaet des Fehlers (niedrig, mittel oder hoch) ===> medium

Wenn Sie einen Weg gefunden haben, den Fehler zu vermeiden, welchen:
=> mark word with I to avoid hyphenation
=>

<=
<=

If in the main menu the use of runtime parameters is indicated, then the user is asked to confirm
that. After entering all the data needed this service copies the text file mentioned at the main menue,
the name of the used profile and other relevant information to a special library. Imbedded texts are not
co))ied. To copy the texts is necessary, since users tend to work as long on their texts, until they get
u~ul results. And afterwards they are talking about errors ...

The maintenance crew is informed by a generated message. Of course this service can only work
within one network.
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Other tasks

Handling of revisions is supported by the ISPF editor, which increments a counter on each modified
text line. These flags can be reset by a special service of ISPF. It is recommended to use this service
after printing documents for distribution (manuals etc.). This is mainly an organisatorial task.

From the main menu or from the member selection list with option Q scrambling or descrambling of
source text can be ordered. For obvious reasons this function is restricted to the users own libraries.
SUS! cannot format scrambled text.

From time to time SUS! gets enhancements. To inform the users about this the tutorial offers a
EWS file. It shows all the news in a sequential order, the last one on top to see them first.

This text was formatted by SUS! and printed on a Xerox 2700 page printer
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